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Based on the image payload on an Unmanned Aircraft System, this study utilizes a micro-prism array

and single-lens remote camera to assess the feasibility of having two virtual cameras shoot terrain

image pairs with inclined 7101. The software, LightTools, is applied for simulating and verifying the

feasibility of the optical system. In comparison with traditional frame-type remote cameras, this study

not only could acquire highly overlapped stereoscopic image pairs from different viewing angles, but

could also increase the stereoscopic image pairs by two times. The system we propose obtains more

stereoscopic digital terrain information than do traditional systems.

& 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Air-photo remote cameras are commonly utilized to obtain
terrain and water images for people’s livelihoods and science.
Image payloads in airplanes present the function of stereoscopic
observation that they could shoot the same terrain image pairs
from various angles and produce a digital terrain model from the
overlapped area of two-dimensional image pairs [1]. With the
miniature electronic system and the mature development of
communication technology, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV),
which presents high resolution and added mobility, are applied
to the surveys after disasters or for use with steep terrain.
Nonetheless, unmanned aircrafts have less load capacity so that
only light cameras can be equipped for remote [2].

Three types of remote stereoscopic image pairs are presently
classified. With the aircraft moving at a uniform velocity, the first
type is the Frame Type vertical photographs with fixed time
intervals from which a stereoscopic image pair with a 60%
overlapping rate can be acquired from two shots [3]. However,
from this type, terrain dead space information is not easily
obtained because of the small angle of the view and the vertical
imaging. The second type are Three-Line-Scanner (TLS) images
with Line Array CCD that images from three directions and can be
shot in flight with an included 211 angle and a high overlapping
ll rights reserved.
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rate [4,5]. Such a method is likely to affect the scanning precision
because of jitter that results from flying and thus generates
broken and blurred images. The third type is the Inclined Photo-
graphy Technology with high parallax stereoscopic reproduction
which has two or more Digital Single Lens Reflex Cameras (DSLR)
horizontally shooting from both ends of the aircraft [6]. With the
inclined angle about 7301 to the image, the stereoscopic image
pairs are acquired by front and back positioning. Such a method
requires two high-precision remote sensors that can cause a
double load problem, increasing cost, consume more power, and
require more calibrations for more cameras.

The proposed system is based on a refracting camera [7,8]. Lee
et al. equipped a biprism in front of an ordinary camera and
acquired one-shot-two-views [9]. This was accomplished by
replacing the traditional stereoscopic imaging system with two
cameras. Chen et al. proposed imaging technology with a micro-
prism type single lens stereoscopic camera in 2008. In compar-
ison with the biprism, a micro-prism allows reducing the volume
and the weight of the system as well as improving the chromatic
aberration of prisms [10].

In addition to the concept of one-shot-two-views in the
micro-prism type single lens stereoscopic photography, a
micro-prism array is equipped on the airborne frame type
telecamera so that the optical characteristics of prisms could
deflect the optical path and allow the vertical imaging system to
be inclined to reduce the terrain dead space. Besides, obtaining
terrain image pairs with one shot could largely increase the
quantity of stereoscopic image pairs. The micro-prisms produced
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Fig. 1. Deflected field of view through micro-prism array.

Fig. 2. Relationship between the deflection angle of the FOV and the field of view

of half lens.

Fig. 3. Relationship between the deflection angle of the FOV and the field of view

of half lens.
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with micro-optic technology could effectively reduce the volume,
the weight, and the cost to improve on the drawbacks of the above
airborne imager.
Fig. 4. Imaging with micro-prism array camera.
2. Theory

This study designed a stereoscopic terrain imaging system
with a micro-prism array equipped on an airborne camera. Fig. 1
shows the symmetrically rectangular prisms in the micro-prism
structure so that the lower distribution of FOV of the prism could
be theoretically analogized from the upper distribution. Through
the micro-prism array, the entire field of view was defined as
the deflection angle d0 and dw, the half angle of the view of lens
yw, and the incidence of the micro-prism parallel with z-axis.
The image width acquired from the half angle of view of the CCD
camera could be calculated by d0 and dw.

The structure of the upper prism was magnified to discuss the
relations between the deflection angle of FOV d0 and the half
angle of the view of lens yw, as shown in Fig. 2. First, the clockwise
direction included the angle between the light and the normal
was defined as positive, and the counterclockwise one as nega-
tive. When the incident angle of the light was below the normal
being d0, the projected light paralleled to z-axis and the included
angle between the projected light and the second normal of
the micro-prism equaled the vertex angle of the prism a. The
equation of d0 and the vertex angle a is given by

do ¼ sin�1
ðsina

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n2�sin2 a

q
�cos asin aÞ ð1Þ

In Fig. 3, when the light entered from below the normal to the
prism with the incident angle dw and the projected light entered
the half angle of view of the camera yw, the projected angle y2

equaled the sum of the vertex angle a and the half angle of
view yw. The equation of dw and the half angle of view yw is
given by

dw ¼ sin�1
ðsin a

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n2�sin2

ða�ywÞ

q
�cos asin ða�ywÞÞ ð2Þ

When equipping the micro-prism array on the camera, the
field of view would deflect with the characteristics of a prism so
that the deflected field of view could be defined as the imaged
FOV of two virtual cameras, as shown in Fig. 4. The two virtual
cameras would incline to the same horizontal position with the
left and the right fields of view almost overlapping, but they
would separate with the increasing distance to the object.
The inclined angle of the optical axis on z-axis of the virtual
camera could be defined as dt, which could be determined by the



Fig. 5. Horizontal FOV of the prism.

Fig. 6. (a) Imaging with a frame type airborne imager and (b) imaging with a

micro-prism airborne stereoscopic camera.

Table 1
Specifications of CCD sensor [11].

Sensor area 3504H�2336V

Pixel size 8.19 mm�8.19 mm

H image height (H) 14.35 mm

V image height (V) 9.55 mm

Image area 28.7 mm�19.1 mm

Table 2
Specifications of lens.

Wavelength range 486nm–656 nm

F number 3

FOV 14.371

Effective focal length 136.7 mm

yw 61
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deflection angles of FOV dw and d0:

dt ¼
dwþd0

2
ð3Þ

2.1. Design

The stereoscopic observation of airborne imagers depends on
increasing the inclined angle of imaging to acquire the distanced
image pairs with a larger parallax [6]. For this reason, the design
refers to a 7101 imaging angle of a Three-Line-Scanner (TLS). The
inclined angle of optical light of the two virtual cameras dt was set
at 101 and the deflection angles of FOV dw and d0 the horizontal
angle of view of the camera at 121. Based on the above require-
ments of parameters, dt¼101 and the horizontal half angle of view
yw¼61 were substituted with Eqs. (1–3) for the optimal deflection
angle of FOV dw and d as well as the base angle of prism a. The
base angle of the upper micro-prism array a therefore was set
at 25.11. When the incident angle of the light d0¼12.841, the
received optical angle was 01; and, the received optical angle was
�61 when the incident angle dw¼7.211. On the contrary, the base
angle of micro-prism array a was �25.11, the incident angle of
micro-prism array d0¼�12.841, and the received optical angle 01;
while the received optical angle was 61 when the incident angle
dw¼�7.211, as shown in Fig. 5.

2.2. Sampling of stereoscopic image pair

The traditional frame type airborne imagers vertically shot
stereoscopic terrain image pairs with the displacement of air-
crafts, as shown in Fig. 6(a). Image I1 was shot at position P1 and I2

at P2 so that I1 and I2 could form the stereoscopic image pair with
an overlapping rate of 60%. The micro-prism airborne stereo-
scopic camera imaged the terrain with the inclination method
and one-shot-two-views so that it could increase the images by
two-fold compared with traditional frame-type cameras, as
shown in Fig. 6(b). When the airborne imager shot at position
P1, the image pairs IR1 and IL1 would be obtained. When the
aircraft moved to P2, another image pair IR2 and IL2 would also be
acquired. By imaging at appropriate timing, IL1 and IR2 could form
a stereoscopic image pair with a more than 95% overlapping rate.

2.3. Design of lens

The optical system was composed of an airborne camera and a
micro-prism array (the specifications for the camera sensor are
shown in Table 1). In order to correspond to the specifications of
the image, the lens aperture was set at f-number¼3 and the
effective focal length at f¼136.7 mm. Moreover, an aerial camera
lens [12] proposed by Laikin was utilized at the primary stage.
The obtained imaging quality was further analyzed to assess how
well it could meet the design requirements for the specified
system. The specifications for the lens are listed in Table 2.

Having the optical software Zemax for optimization, the
completed lens is shown as Fig. 7(a). The imaging quality was
further tested by analyzing the parameters of MTF, curvature, and
astigmatism, etc. Fig.7(b) displays the MTF changes of the imaging
resolution where tangential rays appeared at the minimum of
45.17% at the field of view 61 lp/mm. Fig. 7(c) presents the
relationship between the out-of-focus images and the imaging
resolution, where MTF still remained above 30% when the out-of-
focus images were between �0.031 mm to 0.043 mm, showing
that the imaging quality would decline in quality beyond the
range. Fig. 7(d) shows the curvature and the distortion of the



Fig. 7. Image quality of the lens: (a) lens layout after optimization; (b) MTF; (c) through focus MTF; (d) field curvature and distortion; and (e) relative illumination.
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Fig. 8. Specifications for micro-prism arrays.
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images, in which the distortion did not exceed 71%. Fig. 7(e)
presents the relative illumination which was over 95% in the
maximum field of view.
Fig. 9. Infinite optical light passes through prisms: (a) the ray tracing of the

system and (b) the position of the received image.

Fig. 10. Simulation of two light sources inclined 7101.
3. Simulation analysis

The micro-prism array was composed of symmetrically rec-
tangular micro-prism arrays. With Eqs. (2) and (3), the base angle
of the rectangular prism a was set at 25.11, the width at 1 mm,
and the depth at 0.47 mm, as shown in Fig. 8. Based on the FOV of
the lens and the setting distance, the width of the micro-prism
array should be at least larger than 76 mm.

3.1. Optical path simulation of micro-prism airborne cameras

Having confirmed the specifications of the lens and the micro-
prism arrays, the optical simulation software LightTools was applied
to the ray tracing simulation for verifying the received optical range
of the optical system. First, the micro-prism array was placed
30 mm in front of the optimized lens, the central wavelength lG

was set 550 nm, and six beams were equipped for the light from
different angles. Fig. 9(a) shows the distribution of the simulated ray
tracing. The first beam stood for infinite parallel light passing
through the upper prism array with the incident angle dw¼7.211
and deflecting on the bottom of the sensor. The second beam stood
for infinite parallel light passing through the upper micro-prism
with the incident angle dt¼10.031 and imaging on the sensor plane
at �7.175 mm. The third beam stood for infinite parallel light
passing through the upper micro-prism with the incident angle
d0¼12.841 and imaging on the center of the sensor plane. Contrarily,
the fourth, fifth and sixth rays of light stood for infinite parallel light
passing through to the lower micro-prism with the incident angles
of d0¼�12.841, dt¼�10.031, and dw¼�7.211 and imaging on the
center, at 7.175 mm, and on the top of the sensor plane, respectively
(Fig. 9(b)).

Furthermore, having set the inclined angle of the light source
of the simulated object as 7101 (the light source clockwise
heading from the light source normal to z-axis was positive;
otherwise, it was negative) and placing it on both sides of the
received optical range of the lens, the inclined angle of the terrain
was actually simulated. The imaging height [13] for the miniature
UAV of ServoHeli-40 from ServoHeli was defined 800 m as the
imaging distance for this system. The terrain images were then
inputted for ray tracing simulation in LightTools, where the
wavelengths of the light source R, G, B of the objects were set
as lR¼630 nm, lG¼550 nm, and lB¼470 nm and the energy
PR¼0.3554 W, PG¼550 W, and PB¼470 W, respectively (Fig. 10).
Fig. 11 shows the simulated results obtained from the sensor, in
which it was proven that an image pair with different viewing
angles would be formed when the light source refracted with the
micro-prism array.

3.2. Imaging simulation of stereoscopic image pair

The required data for stereoscopic aviation observation and
a digital stereoscopic model were received from overlapping
stereoscopic image pairs. In this case, the overlapping rate would
affect the completeness of the stereoscopic image and the terrain
data. This study therefore utilized the geometric relationship
between the spectrum-angles of the prism and the aviation height
to obtain the distance of the overlapped image pairs, as shown in
Fig. 6(b). With Eq. (4) to calculate the distance X from P1 to P2,
LightTools was applied to simulate the imaging of distance X, as
shown in Fig. 12(a). When the flying height was H¼800 m,
the one-shot area was 157.73 m�111.78 m and distance X

was 283.51 m. The simulated imaging is displayed in Fig. 12(b)



Fig. 11. Simulation of imaging through micro-prism arrays.

Fig. 12. (a) Setting of optical system from a to b; (b) image shot at P1; and (c)

image shot at P2.
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and (c):

X ¼ ðH�TzÞ � ðtandwþtand0Þ�3Tztanyw ð4Þ

where H was the flying height, Tz the distance between CCD and the
micro-prism array, yw the parallel half field of view of the camera,
and dw and d0 the deflection angles after FOV passed through
the prism.

From Fig. 12, the images IL1 and IR2 shot when the aircraft
moved from P1(x,y,z) to P2(x0,y0,z0) could be formed as a stereo-
scopic image pair with 100% overlapping rate; but, the errors of
the height difference (z-axis) between the two positions and the
displacement distance (y-axis) would affect the overlapping rate.
In regard to the errors on y-axis and z-axis when the aircraft
moving from P1 to P2, a stereoscopic image pair with overlapping
rate over 95% would be acquired when the imaging distance on
y-axis was X¼279.51 m–287.51 m and the height differences
between the two positions z�z0 ¼ �18 m–18 m, as shown in
Fig. 13.

Fig. 14 is the actual stereoscopic image pair with which the
terrain model sampled the above designed micro-prism type
single-lens 3D aircraft telescope. (Notice that the scale is 1/300,
meaning that 1 cm on the map is equal to 300 cm on the real
land.) Equal to 800 m height, the terrain image was obtained a
left-view and right-view image via micro-prism array as shown in
Fig. 14(a) and (b). The red dotted line of both images is the target
building. Comparing with both terrain images, there are some
different contents, including shadow, relative size, and perspec-
tive distortion, in the building because of 7101 imaging angle
variation. Furthermore, it is further estimated the stereo-images
overlapped by the disparity map as shown in Fig. 15. The gray
scale indicated the buildings overlap (the dark level shows far
distance and the bright level shows near distance) where the
overlapping rate of the stereo-image pair was about 100% and the
target boundary was integrated. Consequently, the results were
successfully verified via this proposed system.
4. Conclusions

An optical system with a light airborne stereoscopic camera
was proposed in this study. The aim was to design a symme-
trically rectangular micro-prism array that was 76 mm in length
and 1 mm in width, and with a structure that was equipped in
front of a remote camera for one-shot-two-view image pairs with
an inclined angle 710. The optical characteristics of micro-
prisms allowed the airborne vertical imaging system to achieve
the effects of inclined photography. In comparison with tradi-
tional frame type airborne imagers, such a system could acquire
highly overlapped stereoscopic image pairs from different view-
ing angles and the stereoscopic image pairs could be increased by



Fig. 13. Relatinship between aviation errors and overlapping rate of images.

Fig. 14. The terrain samping image of (a) left-viewing and (b) right-viewing.

Fig. 15. Disparity map of stereo-image pair.
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two-fold. Finally, the optical simulation software, LightTools,
proved the feasibility of the system imaging the terrain from
the height of 800 m, and from the experiments, the terrain
sampling image was successfully obtained via the micro-prism
type single-lens 3D aircraft telescope. It verified that the micro-
prism array could achieve the requirements of inclined imaging
and receiving images from two different angles of view.
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